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. Because of the presence of several other molecules, farinfrared and radio continuum radiation (see e.g. Wilson at al. 1979) , Lada (1976) has suggested that the cloud is a region of recent star formation.
The most prominent CO feature near M17 is M17SW, (Lada et al. 1974) , a CO concentration of diameter 5' arc centred at R.A. (1950 R.A. ( ) 18*17-28', Dec (1950 -16°15'.00 (i.e. about 3'.5 arc south-west of the continuum peak in the figures). The CO brightness temperature is 50 K at velocities near +20 km s _1 . Despite its prominence in CO, the only possible evidence of an associated H 2 CO cloud is at +22.7 km s"' in Figure 1 , although this absorption could be part of the +23.8 km s" 1 feature. Apart from the possibility of a real H 2 CO deficiency, two factors could contribute to an apparent lack: (i) the cloud could be partly or wholly behind the strong continuum of M17; (ii) the H 2 CO could have a general excitation temperature of magnitude comparable to the CO temperature.
In summary, the H 2 CO distribution is in general similar to that observed by Lada and Chaisson (1975) , although it differs in detail. For the extended absorption the variation of velocity is lower, and shows no systematic trend. Surprisingly, there is no evidence of an H 2 CO concentration near M17SW. We believe that the interpretation of the absorption results in terms of cloud structure are severely limited by the location of some of the absorbing clouds behind the main M17 continuum, and for the foreground clouds by the effects of the high spatial gradients in the continuum distribution.
Introduction
Millimetre-wave emission from the CO molecule has proven to be an extremely useful probe of the cold, dense clouds of molecular hydrogen in the Galaxy. Previous studies of the large-scale distribution of CO in the galactic plane (Scoville and Solomon 1975; Burton et al. 1975; Bash and Peters 1976; Burton and Gordon 1978; Solomon et al. 1979b; Cohen et al. 1980) have all been of the northern hemisphere and primarily at longitudes 0° < I < 80°. These studies have revealed the striking characteristic that the CO, and by implication molecular hydrogen clouds, are concentrated in a ring extending from 4 to 8 kpc from the galactic centre. This is in sharp contrast to the atomic hydrogen distribution, which is fairly constant over the extended region from 4 to 13 kpc but correlates well with other Population I indicators.
Although the earlier surveys (Burton and Gordon 1978; Solomon et al. 1979b ) covered a large longitude range, the galactic plane was grossly to moderately undersampled. This hindered the detection in the CO data of continuous features which have been called spiral arms in the HI surveys. In contrast, a survey with well-sampled data from a large area, 50 deg 2 , has been made by Cohen et al. (1980) , and their data give fairly clear evidence that the 'spiral arm' features detected in HI are present in the CO data. This result emphasizes that the sampling interval should be no coarser than adjacent beamwidths in order to detect the continuity of large-scale features.
The HI surveys in the northern and southern hemispheres have highlighted some interesting differences, particularly in the resulting rotation curves. It is of great interest to have a southern CO survey in order to compare the distribution with that in the north. We report here preliminary results which are part of a survey of J = 1 -0 CO emission which will cover the longitude range 294° < ( < 354° and latitude range -0°.05 < b < 0°.05 at single-beamwidth spacings. We determine a radial distribution of CO and give rough estimates of the sizes and masses of four clouds. azimuth, where 6 is zenith angle. In normal operation the reference beam was more than 2° off the galactic plane. We tested for the possibility of our results being influened by CO emission in the reference beam by placing the reference beam at a position in the plane where CO had been clearly detected with the main beam. No CO line was detected in this 'worst case' configuration.
Spectra were obtained with a 512-channel acousto-optical spectrograph (Milne and Cole 1979) with a velocity coverage of 244 km s" 1 and an effective resolution of 0.57 km s" 1 . Observations were made in longitude steps of 6° so that the full longitude range was covered each day. At a given longitude a grid of nine positions with spacing 3' arc was observed, each position having an integration time of 1 min. On subsequent days the grid would be moved to increasing longitude of 0°.15 steps. The survey is 30% complete: that is, on average we have observed a 1°.8 range in longitude every 6°. The area of sky covered is 2.4 deg 2 . To remove baseline curvature, reference positions free of CO emission were observed. These positions were placed at 6° steps in longitude from 297° and alternatively at ± 10° in latitude.
The SSB temperature scale was obtained by observing the J = 1 -0 CO line in OMC-1 daily and assuming T*,,= 65 K, and equal sideband gains. Atmospheric opacity was determined from regular antenna tips in elevation. The recorded data were smoothed in frequency to an effective velocity resolution of 1.72 km s"\ and in angular resolution to 9' arc (although the 3' arc resolution data are retained). The resulting spectra have rms noise of about 0.2 K, and examples are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 3 shows the velocity ranges over which CO emission has been detected plotted as a function of longitude. The incompleteness of the survey is reflected in the diagram, since a range of only 1°.8 every 6° in longitude has been observed. However, two features are apparent. Firstly, the CO distribution is clumpy, as evidenced by the discontinuous velocity lines. Secondly, most of the emission occurs at negative velocities, indicating that the CO is located predominantly within the solar circle. These two features are also characteristic of the northern CO distribution (see e.g. Gordon and Burton 1979) . CH emission has recently been observed over the same range of longitudes and a velocity longitude plot for this molecule is very similar to Figure (upper) The average of the nine spectra, averaged before frequency smoothing, and then smoothed to an effective velocity resolution of 1.72 km s~'. The effective angular resolution is 9' arc. The SSB temperature scale is uncorrected for atmospheric attenuation and telescope efficiency. , and the angular resolution is 9' arc. The SSB temperature scale is uncorrected for atmospheric attenuation and telescope efficiency.
Distribution of CO
was derived in the following manner. The galactic plane, from R = 0 to 14.5 kpc, was divided into annuli, each 0.5 kpc wide. The line of sight at the longitude of each observation was divided into intervals, each about 200 pc long. This length corresponds to an average velocity change along the line of sight of about 2.3 km s"\ Some intervals were increased in length to allow for regions of slowly varying velocity. The galactocentric distance Ri at the centre of each interval was determined, and the radial velocity K was calculated from the analytic approximation given by Burton (1971) to the Schmidt (1965) galactic rotation curve. The antenna temperature T A (VJ was measured at each K" and the quantity T A (VJ/\Vy*here A Vi is the velocity change over the interval, was assigned to the annulus in which /?, falls. Since each ./?, and V t is encountered twice at each longitude for R, < R (where we have assumed the solar circle to be at R & = 10 kpc), this procedure was carried out for intervals from the Sun to the subcentral point and then for values of/?, from 10 to 14.5 kpc. The procedure was then repeated for each longitude. Forbidden velocities (those velocities along a line of sight which are more negative than the value at the tangential point based on circular galactic rotation) were ignored. Emission at forbidden velocities occurs only rarely in the data we have obtained so far. For each 0.5 kpc annulus at radius Rj the emissivity
The quantity within brackets is the sum of the intensities over a given velocity interval at a given longitude and weighted by the width of the annulus Ar. The weighting accounts for the variations in the radial-velocity gradient. The quantity in brackets is then summed over all longitudes and the factor 1/2 is applied only to t(RJ for Ry < 10 kpc since each annulus is sampled twice. The emissivity as a function of galactocentric radius is shown in Figure 4 . The general characteristic of this distribution is similar to that in the north with the CO being distributed predominantly inside the solar circle and concentrated within a small range of radii. From a Gaussian fit to the histogram we obtain a mean radius R = 7.0 kpc, and one-half amplitude values at radii 5.4 and 8.6 kpc. Corresponding values for the northern CO survey (Burton and Gordon 1978) are: R = 5.7 kpc, and half-maxima at 4 and 8 kpc. Thus the southern CO distribution appears to be shifted outward in radius by about 1 kpc compared to that in the north. Similar disagreement is found with the southern CH distribution which has a mean radius of 5.8 kpc (L. E. B. Johansson, private communication). However, with a width of 6 kpc, this distribution is much wider and may not be appropriate for comparison. The distribution of southern OH maser sources, on the other hand, is similar to the CO, with a mean radius of R « 6.7 kpc and a similar width (J. L. Caswell, private communication). However, some caution should be exercised, in view of the small area sampled in the CO survey, to avoid over-interpreting the data. We regard the distribution inside the solar circle as fairly well established, but values for the peak and half maxima could perhaps shift somewhat as more data are added.
Cloud Sizes and Masses
With some assumptions, rough estimates of some cloud sizes Figure 4 . The emissivity of CO as a function of galactocentric radius for 300° < I < 350°. In order to avoid emission from the galactic centre region, where the circular velocity assumption breaks down, data for I > 350° were not included. The mean radius of the CO distribution R is 7.0 kpc. •Both possible kinematic distances are given, and the corresponding diameters. For clouds 1-3, the larger masses, corresponding to the larger distances, are preferred, as discussed in the text.
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and masses can be made. In a few directions some measure of the angular sizes of the regions giving rise to the line profiles is available. Table 1 lists four clouds and their longitudes and central velocities. These are assumed to be single entities and from the large changes in the spectral features in each case between two samples spaced by 9' arc, their angular sizes are taken to be 9' arc. Distances, and hence diameters, are calculated using the same circular velocity model as in the previous section. Because of the ambiguity of distances determined from all velocities except the tangential velocity both values are given in Table 1 . Cloud sizes and masses have been estimated previously by others. Burton and Gordon (1978) sampled the plane with a 1' arc beam at intervals of 12' arc and estimated both from observations and model studies that the molecular clouds had diameters between 5 and 17 pc and an average mass of 2 x 10 3 M G . They suggested that the total number of clouds in the Galaxy is 7 < 10 6 . Solomon et al. (1979b) reported on more extensive observations with a sampling interval of 2' arc in some regions. They estimated that there are 4000 giant molecular clouds with typical dimensions 20 to 80 pc and an average mass of 5 x 10 5 M o . Szabo et al. (1980) detected two well-defined clouds having diameters in the range 27 to 42 pc and masses in the range (2-4) x 10 5 M o , values in good agreement with those of Solomon et al. (1979b) . The larger diameters listed for the four clouds in Table 1 agree well with values given by Solomon et al. (1979b) and Szabo et al. (1980) . However, for clouds 1 to 3 the smaller diameters, corresponding to the nearer kinematic distances, are even less than the limits given by Burton and Gordon. Accordingly the larger values of distance and diameter for these clouds are preferred. We have assumed T&/T& = 1/5.5 (Solomon et al. 1979a ) and used an LTE calculation to obtain ,3 CO column densities. These were converted to molecular hydrogen column densities by using the relation from Dickman (1978) . The masses were determined using the diameters in Table 1 and a value for the mean molecular weight ^ = 2.33 which is appropriate for a mixture of H 2 and He (Field 1973) . The smaller masses for clouds 1 to 3 are derived using the smaller diameters and hence will not be considered further. Only cloud 4, if at the larger distance, has a mass comparable to that of the giant molecular clouds detected by Solomon et al. (1979b) and Szabo et al. (1980) . The other masses are about an order of magnitude lower than the average mass given by Solomon et al. (1979b) but an order of magnitude larger than the average dark cloud mass quoted by Burton and Gordon (1978) . The clouds in Table 1 are similar in type to those found by Bania (1980) in his CO survey of the inner Galaxy. The wide linewidths of our clouds are typical of HII regions whereas the low temperatures (TZ = 4-11 K) are charactertistic of dark clouds. The continuum maps at 1.4 GHz (Hill 1968) and 5 GHz (Haynes et al. 1978) have been used to compare the CO cloud positions with those of thermal emission. Clouds 1 to 3 lie in the lower contour regions of continuum peaks and cloud 4 is situated between strong peaks of a large continuum complex. The continuum peak closest to cloud 4 has an HI09a velocity of 73 km s"' (Wilson et al. 1970) . Thus it seems reasonable that this type of cloud is associated with HII regions, as suggested by Bania, and that the low temperatures result from their positions in the more tenuous, weaker areas of the ionized regions.
We emphasize however that the sizes and masses in Table 1 
Introduction
Coronae Austrinae is one of the few star formation areas lying well away from the galactic plane (( = 360°, b = -17°) and is visible predominantly from the Southern Hemisphere.
Optically it appears as a cometary globule extending over more than 6°. Its western end is delineated by a clearly defined reflection nebulosity with a sharply curved front edge. A diverging tail of tenuous dust clouds lies to the east and contains several extremely dense bright-dark nebulae. The most noticeable of these nebulae has within it a number of objects which allow it to be identified as a region of star formation. These include the Ae-Be stars R CrA and T CrA, (Herbig (I960)), the Herbig-Haro objects HH100 and HH101, and a number of T Tauri stars (Marraco and Rydgren (1981) ).
An extensive survey of the extinction in the cloud (Rossano 1978) allows its dust morphology to be examined to dust densities corresponding to a visual extinction of A" ^ 2.5 mag. The observations of Glass and Penston (1975) suggest a much higher extinction at the centre of the main dust cloud than that given by Rossano. Polarization measurements by Vrba et al (1976 Vrba et al ( , 1981 suggest that the overall shape of the CrA complex is due, at least in part, to the interaction of wind or shockdriven dust and gas with the galactic magnetic field. These observations also indicate that CrA provides a further example of anomalous interstellar extinction with an average grain size in excess of that accepted for the normal interstellar medium.
Spectral line studies have shown that the main dust cloud is also a centre of extensive molecule formation (Loren 1979 and. references therein) .
Surprisingly, in spite of its large and well-established structure, its obvious importance is an understanding of the behaviour of the dusty interstellar medium, and its relation to star formation, no studies of the neutral hydrogen distribution have been carried out. In consequence, both Rossano (1978) and Vrba (19176, 1981) have been forced to adopt the generally accepted gas to dust ratio for the cloud in order to determine the mass of the complex.
As part of a comprehensive study of the structure and evolution of star formation regions, we recently commenced a 21cm line survey of CrA. This work immediately established that a single component of the relatively simple spectrum could be identified with the visible nebulosity and led to the possible identification of one area of the main dust cloud as a region of fragmentation and collapse prior to star formation (Llewellyn et al 1981) .
Following these initial observations of the densest part of the cloud, we have now extended the survey to cover the region RA (1950) 18*50-to 19*25"-, Dec (1950) -3 6° t o -4 0°. Much of this data is still in a preliminary form but the results appear to be sufficiently interesting to justify an initial description of their nature.
Observations
The 21cm line spectra were obtained using the Parkes 64m radio telescope. Observations were made on a spatial grid varying between 15' and 5' depending upon the gradients of the observed peak height with position. Integration times of 200 seconds gave a noise level of < 1 K over a velocity range of 100 km s" 1 and a velocity resolution of 0.2 km s"'. The IAU reference area S8 (Williams 1973) was observed repeatedly to calibrate the receiver and correct for long time period variations in its sensitivity.
For positions on the object the line shape is generally very simple, consisting of two Gaussian peaks (Fig. la) at approximately the same velocity. One of these lines has a significantly smaller linewidth than the other and at some positions there is a central depression which can be interpreted as an absorption feature. Away from the object only a single HI line is observable. This line changes little with positions around the CrA complex and corresponds closely to the broader of the lines referred to above (Fig. lb) .
The difference between these two spectra appears to be unambiguously associated with CrA and hence can be used to determine the neutral hydrogen density associated with the dust complexes. Because of the simple nature of the observed spectrum over most of the object, the peak antenna temperature T p of the on-source spectrum may be used to give an indication of N", associated with CrA. In support of this, 
